THE
MOBILITY
COLLECTION
version 8

hello.
Welcome to version 8 of our
Mobility Product Overview
Collection Guide.
One Rehab works to improve the
lives of the elderly and less mobile
through the design, manufacture
and supply of high quality and
innovative products to the
healthcare industry.
This guide shows all products
available via your local retailer,
who will be able to assess your
needs and guide you to finding
the right product that is perfect
for your requirements.
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4mph Scooters
Lightweight scooters for getting
around town.
Our range of 4mph scooters are all
manufactured to the highest of quality
standards. Designed in the UK, we ensure
all our 4mph scooters are a safe and reliable
option whilst delivering high levels of
comfort and style.
This range of 4mph mobility scooters are
perfect for those who would prefer to
travel on the pavements as opposed to
driving on the road. When it comes to
moving around your local town centre,
going to the park, or manoeuvring through
the aisles of a supermarket, a 4mph scooter
is the ideal solution.
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Illusion

The lightest mobility scooter in its class

The Illusion is a revolutionary lightweight but strong scooter which can be disassembled into parts for
easy lifting, the heaviest part weighing less than 10kg (similar to a bag of shopping). Taking around 30
seconds to reassemble it ensures you won’t be wasting any of your valuable time. It also features an
ultra-lightweight lithium battery that is both accessible and simple to remove so you can easily move
it to a preferred charging location. A second charging port is located in the tiller which allows for easy
access when disassembling is not needed. The scooter also has a powerful LED light for lower light
driving conditions. The tiller is height adjustable which provides exceptional legroom even for the taller
users. Furthermore, this product is manufactured with aircraft-grade aluminium for optimum
durability ensuring top quality. Illusion is also available with a endurance and epic battery pack
allowing you to double or triple your travel distance for those longer journeys. Not only super light, the
unique shrouding is of contemporary design. The advanced engineered full front and rear
suspension complete with the fully adjustable luxury padded seat gives a fantastically comfortable
and enjoyable driving experience. Together with the secure-grip delta handlebar, which gives you full
control over manoeuvring the scooter, it is incredibly easy to use.

Oyster
Grey

Midnight
Purple

Capri
Blue

*subject to user weight and terrain

Heaviest Part

User Weight (max)

Travel Range (max)*

Suspension

9.9kg

18st (115kg)

10mi.(12Ah) /20mi.(21Ah) /30mi.(34Ah)

Front and Rear

For more specifications see page 78
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Vogue

All-round suspension for a superbly comfortable ride

The Vogue is a wonderfully comfortable and fashionable scooter in our range with full adjustable
suspension on the front and the back which provides a smoother, and more comfortable ride. The
Vogue can be disassembled into five parts in just 30 seconds which aids with lifting and ensures a
quick and safe lift into and out of your car. It also has great legroom for taller users giving a
comfortable ride for all. Another detail is the secure-grip delta handlebar, which gives you full control
over manoeuvring the scooter. The Vogue features an accessible battery pack which is simple to
remove so you can move it to different charging locations. Also a second charging port is located in
the tiller which allows for easy access when disassembling is not needed. The Vogue has an
interchangeable battery pack which allows for a quick and cost-effective upgrade from 12Ah to 20Ah
sized batteries, this ensures longer travel time and additional freedom. The scooter also has a powerful
LED light, ideal for low light driving conditions.

Oyster
Grey

*subject to user weight and terrain

Brilliant
Green

Candy
Pink

Midnight
Purple

Venetian
Red

Capri
Blue

Heaviest Part

User Weight (max)

Travel Range (max)*

Suspension

14.5kg

21st (135kg)

10mi. (12Ah) or 16mi. (20Ah)

Front and Rear

For more specifications see page 78
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Lithium Vogue
Lightweight battery box for super easy charging

The new Lithium Vogue is a wonderfully comfortable and fashionable scooter in our range with full
adjustable suspension on the front and the back which provides a smoother, and more comfortable
ride. The Lithium Vogue comes as standard with a 10Ah Lithium battery, a super lightweight
battery box weighing just 3kg, making it extremely easy to carry to your charging point. For those
who want to travel extra miles or would just like the assurance of larger batteries, there is the Endurance
21Ah Lithium Battery Box option, weighing in at 4.5 kg The Vogue can be disassembled into five
parts in just 30 seconds which aids with lifting and ensures a quick and safe lift into and out of your
car. With great legroom this scooter is also perfect for taller users giving a comfortable ride for all.
Another detail is the secure-grip delta handlebar, which gives you full control over manoeuvring the
scooter. The scooter also has a powerful LED light, ideal for low light driving conditions.

Capri
Blue

Midnight
Purple

Oyster
Grey

*subject to user weight and terrain

Battery Box Weight

User Weight (max)

Travel Range (max)*

Suspension

3kg (10Ah) or 4.5kg (21Ah)

21st (135kg)

10mi. (10Ah) or 20mi. (21Ah)

Front and Rear

For more specifications see page 78
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Liberty

Great value transportable scooter

As the name suggests the Liberty returns your independence and freedom allowing you to go places
that you couldn’t go before. The main feature of the Liberty is the ability to take the scooter apart for
easy transport and storage. It is also brilliant for someone that cannot lift heavier objects, the heaviest
part weighing just 14kg (similar to a bowling ball). This scooter is also great value for money for those
looking for a lower cost alternative. With a cost-effective upgrade, the Liberty has an interchangeable
battery pack which allows you to move from 12Ah to 20Ah sized batteries, this ensures longer travel
time and additional freedom. Furthermore, the battery pack can be removed which allows for
charging at different locations. The unique design of the stylish front shroud and the fully adjustable
seat allows users of all heights to have a comfortable and spacious seating position.

Venetian
Red

Capri
Blue

*subject to user weight and terrain

Heaviest Part

User Weight (max)

Travel Range (max)*

Disassembles

14kg

21st (135kg)

10mi. (12Ah) or 16mi. (20Ah)

Yes

For more specifications see page 78
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Cruise

The powerful car transportable scooter

Featuring a heavy-duty motor and a weight capacity of 26 stone, the Cruise is the ultimate
transportable pavement scooter, perfect for tackling hills and slightly rougher terrain. With fast and
easy assembling and disassembling, Cruise is ideal for those needing to transport the scooter. This
scooter features two charging points, one located on the tiller for quick and easy access and one on
the battery pack itself for charging at whatever location suits you. Its large spacious foot deck and
supportive deluxe adjustable seat ensures a luxurious driving experience. The Cruise non-suspension
and the Cruise Vantage full suspension (pg16) come with the pneumatic comfort tyres to boost and
provide extra comfort. It’s the small things that count, in this case, it’s the USB phone charger point for
charging on the go, the powerful LED front light for low light situations and the drinks holder for that
morning coffee you missed!

Oyster
Grey

*subject to user weight and terrain

Capri
Blue

Heaviest Part

User Weight (max)

Travel Range (max)*

Suspension

18kg

26st (170kg)

16mi. (22Ah)

n/a

For more specifications see page 78
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Vantage

Powerful suspension car transportable with Lithium or AGM

The major difference between the Cruise and the Vantage is the incredible full suspension which
creates a seamless user experience, and a smoother and more relaxed ride, fully worth spending that
little bit more. Similar to the Cruise(pg 14), the Vantage features a heavy-duty motor and a weight
capacity of 26 stone, Vantage is also the ultimate transportable pavement scooter, perfect for
tackling hills and slightly rougher terrain. With fast and easy assembling and disassembling,
Vantage is ideal for those needing to transport the scooter. This scooter features two charging points,
one located on the tiller for quick and easy access and one on the battery pack itself for charging at a
different location. Its large spacious foot deck and supportive deluxe adjustable seat ensures a
luxurious driving experience. The Vantage includes the choice of either pneumatic comfort tyres or
solid puncture-proof tyres, the choice is yours. The additional extras make this scooter truly unique.
This includes the powerful LED front light for dusky drives, the drinks holder and the USB charger
point for when you forget to charge your phone.
Also available is the Lithium battery box option which is super light, weighing only 6kg, and can be
easily moved to your desired charging location.

Oyster
Grey

*subject to user weight and terrain

Capri
Blue

Heaviest Part

User Weight (max)

Travel Range (max)*

Suspension

18kg

26st (170kg)

Stan:16mi.(22Ah) Lith:25mi.(40km)

Front and Rear

For more specifications see page 78
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Globe Trotter
Auto Folding with lithium battery

Revolutionary designed to fulfil many needs, the Globe Trotter is a life-changer. This innovative design
ensures that a touch of a button lets you fold up your scooter making it around a third of the size of
a normal boot scooter, great for homes with limited space. The light-weight design and ability to fold
makes it a great travel companion on any trip, near or far. With the total unfolding time taking under
10 seconds, Globe Trotter is ready anytime for all those travelling needs, creating a more relaxed and
carefree atmosphere. Recharging with the ultra-lightweight lithium battery is simple and easy as
it can be removed whether the scooter is folded or unfolded and taken to an accessible location. You can
also charge through the easy-access tiller charging point. The Globe Trotter can be manoeuvred in
the folded position making it effortless to move. Four-wheel design offers more stability with higher
ground clearance, making it one of the safest folding scooters available. Adjusting the driving control
position is simple giving plenty of legroom for all users. Air safe deluxe carry bags are available to
purchase which ensures carrying the scooter is simple and straightforward.

Oyster
Grey

*subject to user weight and terrain

Midnight
Purple

Capri
Blue

Overall Weight

User Weight (max)

Travel Range (max)*

Auto-Folding

28kg (incl 10Ah battery)

18st (115kg)

10mi.

10 seconds

For more specifications see page 78
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8mph Scooters
Scooters for long-distance travel.

Each of our state-of-the-art 8mph mobility
scooters are manufactured to the highest
quality standards. Designed in the UK, we
ensure all our 8mph scooters are a safe and
reliable option whilst delivering high levels of
comfort and style. With the freedom to travel
on the road at a top speed of 8mph or on the
pavement at 4mph changeable with a simple
flick of a switch, the powerful scooters allow
long-distance travel over various terrains.
The high ground-clearance and excellent
suspension on our scooters is perfect for
outings in the countryside, whilst the
luxurious padded seat and robust design
allows for safe and secure city exploring.

20
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Alpha 8

Compact and manoeuvrable 8mph scooter

When looking for a compact, manoeuvrable 8mph scooter that has the capacity to go the distance then
the Alpha 8 is the scooter of choice. Equally at home in the high street and shopping centres or out in
the countryside traversing parkland and beaches the Alpha 8 offers the discerning user a stylish,
comfortable scooter for all arenas. With a compact size of 25” in width and an excellent turning circle
the Alpha 8 enables users to easily negotiate crowded pavements and narrow pathways and a full
sized captain seat and unique suspension system ensures supreme comfort at all times. The large
capacity 50Ah batteries ensures complete peace of mind for those long journeys and the powerful
motor and drive system makes light-work of steep hills. The extra-large 12” tyres offer outstanding
ground clearance ensuring rugged terrain is handled with ease. Small in size but enormous in
capabilities; the Alpha 8 is the first choice mobility scooter for the users of today.

Oyster
Grey

Pearl
Black

*subject to user weight and terrain

Tyres

User Weight

Travel Range (max)*

Suspension

12in.

25st. (16kg)

25mi. (50Ah)

Yes

For more specifications see page 78
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Discovery 8
The ultimate 8mph for comfort and style

Looking for a highly advanced, comfortable and stylish 8mph mobility scooter? The Discovery 8 is the
answer. Throughout the design of this scooter we made sure to meet the modern users needs, whilst
providing a luxuriously comfortable ride. The ability to reduce or increase the acceleration lets the user to
customise the starting speed that they feel safe at, making riding the scooter incredibly easy. The large
13 inch tyres offer outstanding ground clearance, clearing rugged terrain with ease. A tight turning
circle of just 53 inches allows you to turn the scooter around in most spaces, from supermarket isles to
country paths. Comfort is guaranteed with the spacious driving position, full advanced front and rear
suspension and the Captain Seat which has multiple adjustments available. Also fitted as standard with a
USB charging port for charging your phone on the go and two cup holders, perfect for that
morning coffee you missed, this is an outstanding choice of scooter for the users of today.

Pearl
Black

*subject to user weight and terrain

Tyres

User Weight (max)

Travel Range (max)*

Suspension

13in.

25st. (160kg)

25mi. (50Ah)

Front and Rear

For more specifications see page 78

NEW
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President
The luxury high capacity 8mph

Perfect for luxury travelling, the President offers a whole range of features to make your journey flawless.
The high capacity 75Ah batteries give you the ability to travel long distances with exceptional
comfort and speed, restoring your freedom, giving you new experiences every day. With the large 13”
tyres and the all-round suspension, the President can clear high ground and travel over rough
terrain offering you more flexibility in where you travel. A fully adjustable double cushioned Captain
seat (which takes up to 28st) and large spacious foot area ensures exceptional amounts of comfort,
perfect for all users. Thanks to the gas-assisted tiller, adjusting the driving controls is simple. It also
proves extremely beneficial when you are getting on and off the scooter as it enables you to quickly
move the tiller allowing more room to turn and stand. Other user-friendly features include bright LED
front and rear lights, easy access tiller charging port, inbuilt cup holders and heavy-duty front
and side bumpers for extra strength and safety.

Venetian
Red

Capri
Blue

*subject to user weight and terrain

Tyres

User Weight

Travel Range (max)*

Suspension

13in.

25st. (16kg)

35mi. (75Ah)

Front and Rear

For more specifications see page 78
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Accessories

Making your ride that much easier compatible with our entire scooter range

Stick and Crutch Holder
Built to last with its tough and durable heavy duty
steel design, this stick and crutch holder is the perfect
accessory for any scooter. With adjustable positioning
to fit all scooters and a fast and easy install this
holder ensures safe and secure transport and storage.

Rear Storage Basket
Easy to install, easy to hold and easy to store, this
scooter basket gives you additional storage space
making it simple to carry more of the things you need.
When not in use it can simply be flat-packed and
stored.

Scooter Cushions
Choose from our two different options of scooter
cushion, the Pearl which offers the gel foam cushioning
and the Jasper which is a memory foam option. Both
offer high-risk pressure relief for scooter users. They also
come with Velcro fasteners and are easy to fit over the
existing seat which makes for a simple install.
Manufactured with VP waterproof zip-up cover, both
options come in small and large sizes to fit all scooters.
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Rise and Recliners
Sit down and stand up with ease

Manufactured to the highest standards using
steel frames and lifting mechanisms
combined with the exceptionally reliable and
powerful motors our chairs are built to last.
The wide choice of quality fabrics and foam
fillings all conform to British furniture
standards and offer excellent choice for the
discerning user.
With our specifically engineered super soft
fabric and a selection of luxurious back
designs our chairs offer exceptional levels of
comfort and joy.
With removable seat and foot covers for ease
of washing, and zipped adjustable cushioning
the One Rehab brand rise and recliners are in
a class of their own.

30
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Duke

Contemporary comfort

Combining exceptional comfort with contemporary design, the Duke rise and recliner guarantees
highly supportive seating with a cushioned back, soft roll-over arms and a multiple sprung base
with generous layers of foam. Stand, recline and relax in comfort and safety with the smooth and
quiet motors of both the single and dual motor chairs. A simple-to-use hand controller makes it
easy to lift the chair to the position you need, quickly making you comfortable. Discreet loops attached
to both sides of the chair allow the controller to be hung safely in an easy to reach position and can be
switched for both left and right-hand use. Large pockets are also located on each side, expanding
storage space and allowing for easy access to the things you need. With a choice of modern and
luxurious fabric options, you can pick the colour that best compliments your surroundings. Seat
covers are also removable and replaceable, which allows for ease of mind when accidents or spills
occur.

Coffee
Roast

Light
Taupe

Quartz
Grey

Motor Type

User Weight

Model Size

Back Style

Single and Dual

21st. (135kg)

Standard

Three Cushion

For more specifications see page 80
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shown in Quartz Grey

Kingsley

Exceptional comfort with great design

Kingsley rise and recliner chair combines exceptional comfort with great design, guaranteeing highly
supportive seating with fully adjustable three-cushion waterfall back, generous layers of foam
and a multiple sprung base. Smooth and quiet motors from both the single and dual motor models
allow safe and easy standing and sitting. The simple-to-use hand controller provides a
user-friendly experience which is made even easier with changeable left or right-handed use.
Located on each side of the chair are large pockets which are perfect for storage and safekeeping.
Kingsley offers a wide selection of fabrics giving you more choice and variety to suit your home style.
Seat covers are also removable and replaceable, this allows for ease of mind when accidents or spills
occur. The complete Kingsley collection is available for express delivery in both standard and
compact size chairs, in seven luxurious fabrics including the easy-clean leatherette.

Black
Leatherette

Espresso
Leatherette

Luxury
Mink

Oatmeal

Windsor
Blue

Regent
Green

Claret
Red

Motor Type

User Weight (max)

Model Size

Back Style

Single and Dual

21st (135kg)

Standard and Compact

Waterfall

For more specifications see page 80
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shown in Mink

Admiralwaterfall
Premium rise and recliner armchair

Fitted with the waterfall back, the three bak cushions are easily adjustable. With its beautiful styling,
quality craftsmanship and great comfort and support, the Admiral sits in our premium range with
extra features including generous deep filled cushioning and a newly developed tilt-in-space action
which can take up to 25st. This works by maintaining a consistent angle between the base and back of
the chair as the footrest is elevated, therefore considerably reducing the occurrence and risk of pressure
sores by evenly spreading the pressure when seated, and the high leg elevation position can also
help improve your circulation. The range is also available in a wide collection of materials allowing
for more choice and variety in your home. A back-lit hand controller ensures that you can see each
button easily and the quiet motor operation allows you to safely stand and recline. Discreet loops
attached to both sides of the chair allow the controller to be hung safely in an easy to reach position and
can be switched for both left and right-hand use. Large pockets are also located on each side
expanding storage space and allowing for easy access to all the things you need.

Mocha

Chapel
Cream

Eden
Green

Theatre
Red

Fusion
Blue

Motor Type

User Weight

Model

Back Style

Dual

25st (160kg)

Standard and Compact

Lateral and Waterfall

For more specifications see page 80
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shown in Chapel Cream

Admirallateral
Premium rise and recliner armchair

With its beautiful styling, quality craftsmanship and great comfort and support, the Admiral sits in
our premium range with extra features including generous deep filled cushioning and a newly
developed tilt-in-space action which can take up to 25st. This works by maintaining a consistent angle
between the base and back of the chair as the footrest is elevated, therefore considerably reducing the
occurrence and risk of pressure sores by evenly spreading the pressure when seated, and the high
leg elevation position can also help improve your circulation. The lateral back provides superior lateral
support. The range is also available in a wide collection of materials allowing for more choice and
variety in your home. A back-lit hand controller ensures that you can see each button easily and the
quiet motor operation allows you to safely stand and recline. Discreet loops attached to both sides of the
chair allow the controller to be hung safely in an easy to reach position and can be switched for both left
and right-hand use. Large pockets are also located on each side expanding storage space and
allowing for easy access to all the things you need. Also available is the Admiral Care which has vapour
permeable four-way stretch breathable fabric.

Shown in admiral care fabric

VP Fabric

Mocha

Chapel
Cream

Eden
Green

Theatre
Red

Fusion
Blue

Motor Type

User Weight

Model

Back Style

Dual

25st (160kg)

Standard and Compact

Lateral

For more specifications see page 80
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shown in Chapel Cream

Wheelchairs
Lightweight, compact and foldable

Our premium range of wheelchairs are
manufactured with a high quality
super-light aluminium frame making them
easy to transport and a great solution for
those looking to get on with day to day life
without restraint. Living with limited storage
space is no problem as this wheelchair range
folds to a compact and convenient size.
Being strong and sleek these wheelchairs
are a perfect travel companion and are
splendid for holiday fun and magnificent
outings.
The stylish whilst comfortable design allows
these wheelchairs to be used in many
situations giving you the confidence to live
your life to the full.

40
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Sonic Self-Propel
Self propel lightweight premium wheelchair

This lightweight premium Self Propel Wheelchair is strong and durable made with high-quality
components with a user weight of up to 20st. Sonic combines sleek and modern design with a
supportive seating position made with an integrated and breathable cushioned seat and
backrest ensuring the ride is as comfortable as possible. Ergonomic armrests have been designed to
make it effortless to adjust the height with the quick-release button making it simple to adjust to
the most comfortable position for instance lowering the armrests for sitting up at the table. The
folding back, quick release rear wheel and swing-away removable footrests make it easy to
disassemble the Sonic for travel or storage. The adjustable footrests allow you to change the height
ensuring the most comfortable position for your ride. Sonic Self Propel has a large 24inch rear wheel,
but with a choice of either an 18in. or 20in. seat width, it comes as standard with attendant and
wheel hand brakes keeping you safe in all situations.

Capri
Blue

Seat Widths

User Weight

Transport Weight

Brake Type

18” and 20”

20st. (125kg)

12kg

Wheel and Attendant

For more specifications see page 81
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Sonic Transit
The lightweight premium wheelchair

High-quality components, premium aluminium frame, strong and durable and with a user weight
capacity of up to 20 stone, the Sonic Transit Wheelchair combines sleek and modern styling with
very comfortable and supportive seating position due to its integrated and breathable cushioned
back and seat. Ergonomic armrests have been designed to be quick and easy to adjust allowing fast
height adjustment to the most comfortable position for instance lowering the armrests for sitting up at
the table. A folding back and swing-away removable footrests make it fast and easy to fold away
and disassemble the Sonic, great for travelling and storage. Also, find your perfect foot position with the
height-adjustable footrests and adjustable heel straps. Sonic comes with 12inch rear wheels, with
a choice of either 18in or 20in seat width and comes as a standard with attendant and wheel hand
brakes which keep you safe whatever the terrain and puncture proof tyres which are durable and low
maintenance . Attendant controls have been designed to be simple and effortless to use making it easy
for family, friends and carers to use.

Capri
Blue

Seat Widths

User Weight

Transport Weight

Brake Type

18” and 20”

20st. (125kg)

11kg

Wheel and Attendant

For more specifications see page 81
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Rollators
Stability and support whilst
walking
The support and assistance you will receive
from a One Rehab rollator will help day to day
living, giving you the confidence to complete
regular tasks such as going to the supermarket,
short walks in nature and moving around the
house.
Our rollators are designed and manufactured
featuring super-lightweight and robust frames.
This ensures they are easy to manoeuvre, store
and lift such as in and out of cars and other
transport.
Developed with comfort in mind our rollators
incorporate a useful integrated seat for when
you are out and about.

46
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Zoomplus
Super lightweight and easy to fold

The Zoom Plus is a premium rollator manufactured to the highest standards of design engineering.
Being exceptionally lightweight the Zoom Plus is incredibly easy to handle and is ideal for users who
like to travel. It has an easy folding mechanisms allowing the rollator to fold down into a very compact
size. The Zoom Plus incorporates both a revolutionary easy-squeeze braking system with extra-large
brake pads and the Soft-Roll EVA tyre design which combined offer superior traction on slippery
surfaces, such as laminate flooring, and ensures complete peace of mind and confidence for the user,
when faced with challenging terrain or conditions. A wide and flexible backrest provides additional
comfort and security whilst seated. Available in a range of contemporary colours, the Zoom Plus has a
stylish look and design and also comes with a large storage bag for transporting and storing items as
soon as you need. Handle height is also simple to adjust, therefore giving the height you need to have
comfortable journey whatever your height. The Zoom Plus can be easily adapted to hold a second
waking stick holder. This rollator also comes in a small seat height size and a mediam seat size and
also a large seat width size.

Midnight
Pine

Capri
Blue

Midnight
Purple

Morning
Mist

Black
Sparkle

Wheel Type

User Weight

Total Weight

Models Available

EVA Soft Roll

21st. (136kg)

(Medium size) 5.65kg

Small/Medium/Large

For more specifications see page 81
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Treka
Super lightweight and easy to fold

The premium Treka rollator combines contemporary styling and a superior lightweight aluminium
frame making it a stylish and practical rollator for both indoor and outdoor use. Quick-release handles
allows the user to swiftly change the handle height adjustment to a comfortable position. The cushioned
comfort seat together with the wide supportive padded backrest, turns the rollator into a convenient,
comfortable seat whenever the need may rise. The easy-fold mechanism enables the Treka to fold down
to a compact size for transport or storage, perfect for when space is limited. Securely fasten the
rollator in both folded and unfolded positions with the integrated locking loop mechanism.
Furthermore, the double cross bars strengthen the rollator’s frame and together with the hard-wearing
soft-roll PU wheels, the Treka is ready to go with you on every trip!

Black
Sparkle

Wheel Type

User Weight

Total Weight

Model Size

Soft Roll PU Wheels

21.5st.

6.3kg.

610mm seat height

For more specifications see page 81
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Profiling Beds
We appreciate the importance
of a good nights sleep
Designed and hand-crafted in Britain to
the highest standards of craftsmanship, our
range of electrically adjustable beds offer
you the perfect choice of comfort and
design.
With the all-new fabric range, our selection
of beds comes with even more choices to
customize each bed to your individual style.
The contemporary designs allows all the
features of a medical grade bed whilst
fitting subtly into any bedroom.
Each of our bespoke designs come with a
five-way profiling action as standard, which
enables multi positioning for supreme
comfort, ensuring they are perfect for all
needs.

52
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Cantona
Leg base profiling bed

The Cantona is the perfect bed where height is key and has been designed with both
practicality and comfort in mind. As standard, it is supplied with 7” legs, these can
easily be changed to adjust the height either up or down as required. With Damask
fabric and hardwood legs, durability and style are guaranteed. The five-way profiling
action is fitted with the world-renowned, German engineered motors and powered with
an easy to use hand control. Both the top and bottom of the bed can easily be adjusted
for comfort, movement in and out of bed and to aid circulation. Paired with the unique
adjustable tension this ensures ultimate relaxation every time. The Cantona has an 18
stone capacity and a mattress which is held securely by the strong and durable metal
mattress retainer.

OPTIONS
Bed width
Single user bed widths

2ft. 6in.

3ft. 5in.

3ft. (std)

4ft.

4ft. 6in.

Double user bed widths

4ft. 6in.

5ft. (std)

6ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

19in.

3in.

21in.

5in.

23in.

24in.

7in.

8in.

25in.

std

54

For more specifications see page 82

9in.

26in.

10in.

shown in plush Velvet - china blue
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shown in plush Velvet - silver

Bradshaw
Divan base profiling bed

The Bradshaw, with its deep padded divan base and twin-locking castors
accommodates both ease of manoeuvrability and integrated storage drawers. The
optional drawers are a perfect storage solution for those needing the extra space. A
five-way profiling action is fitted as standard and powered with an easy to use hand
control. Both the top and bottom of the bed can easily be adjusted for comfort,
movement in and out of bed and to aid circulation. Paired with the unique
adjustable tension, this allows for a comfortable rest every time. The 25 stone capacity
ensures anyone has access to this stylish design. The mattress is held securely by the
strong and durable metal mattress retainer, to prevent it from sliding whilst the
bed is profiling.

OPTIONS
Bed width
Single user bed widths

2ft. 6in.

3ft. 5in.

3ft. (std)

4ft.

Double user bed widths

4ft. 6in.

5ft. (std)

6ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

23in.
without drawers

25in.
with drawers

Drawer layouts (optional)
See page 76
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For more specifications see page 82

4ft. 6in.
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shown in Matiz – Silver
shown in wool - latte

Royale

Modular divan base profiling bed
Offering superior quality and comfort, the Royale is luxuriously upholstered and has an
integrated headboard, footboard and sides, allowing the mattress to fit securely in the
base. It comes with all the benefits of our electric five-way profiling action fitted with
world renowned motor, and powered with an easy to use hand control. Both the top and
bottom of the bed can easily be adjusted for comfort, movement in and out of bed and
to aid circulation. The modular flat-pack design helps in bed installations with tight
access. With a 25 stone capacity, this quality product is made for anyone looking for
ultimate style. The optional Royale Care sides allows the Royale bed to be hoist
compatible due to the smart design which incorporates hoist slots within the base.

OPTIONS
Bed width
Single user bed widths

2ft. 6in.

3ft. (std)

3ft. 5in.

4ft.

Double user bed widths

4ft. 6in.

5ft. (std)

6ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

21in.
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For more specifications see page 82

4ft. 6in.
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shown in Wool - Steel
shown in Royale Fabric

Uni-Lift Bed Raiser
Safely lift and lowers for both user and carer comfort
Carefully designed for a home environment, the Uni-Lift Bed Raiser is a perfect attachment to
our bed range and fits unobtrusively into any residential home allowing optimum care in the
comfort of your own surroundings. The smooth and quiet action the Uni-Lift gives you and
your carer the simplicity and comfort you deserve. With a lift capacity of up to 25 stone and
available in widths from 2’6” to 4’6” the Uni-Lift is a truly versatile care bed addition made for
anyone. Uni-Lift allows for your mattress to be lowered to just 19” (500mm) from floor level and
lifted to an overall height of 35” (870mm) helping manoeuvrability and ease the tasks of
everyday life. Also available is the optional large castors to allow hoist use, making the uni-lift a
truly versatile addition to a care bed.

Height to top of 8” mattress with Cantona bed base

32in.

20in.
min with foot

max with foot

castor
Allows use with hoist

Compatible with the following bed ranges

Cantona

Powder White
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For more specifications see page 82

shown in Plush Velvet- silver
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Hoists compatible with Uni-Lift Castors

Charlton
Modular divan base profiling bed

This exclusive hand crafted wooden bed has been specifically created by One Rehab, for
those who would like all the benefits that an electrically adjustable bed offers you but in
a solid British made timber frame. The Charlton comes with a five-way profiling action
as standard, which enables multi-positioning for supreme comfort, ensuring they are
perfect for all needs. The Charlton is manufactured in solid pine and is available in three
beautiful finishes, the White Cotton contemporary paint finish, the Oak traditional
timber finish and the Dark Mahogany finish, for a truly elite looking bed.
Combine the the Charlton with one of our deep luxury filled mattresses to create a
combination that offers the very best in comfort both day and night. Due to the
handcrafted build, our timber beds take up to 6 weeks to finish.

OPTIONS
Bed width
Single user bed widths

2ft. 6in.

3ft. 5in.

3ft. (std)

4ft.

Double user bed widths

4ft. 6in.

5ft. (std)

6ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

22.5in.

Finishes available

Mahogany
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Oak

White Cotton

For more specifications see page 82

4ft. 6in.
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shown in Wool - Steel

shown in Royale Fabric

Amberley
Modular divan base profiling bed

The Amberly hand crafted wooden bed has been specifically created by One Rehab, for
those who would like all the benefits that an electrically adjustable bed offers you but in
a solid British made timber frame. It comes with a five way profiling action as standard,
which enables multi-positioning for supreme comfort, ensuring they are perfect for all
needs. Amberley is manufactured in solid pine and is available in three beautiful
finishes, the White Cotton contemporary paint finish, the Oak traditional timber finish
and the Dark Mahogany finish, for a truly elite looking bed. Combine the Amberley with
one of our deep luxury filled mattresses to create a combination that offers the very best
in comfort both day and night. Due to the handcrafted build, our timber beds take up to
6 weeks to perfect.

OPTIONS
Bed width
Single user bed widths

2ft. 6in.

3ft. 5in.

3ft. (std)

4ft.

Double user bed widths

4ft. 6in.

5ft. (std)

6ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

22.5in.

Finishes available

Mahogany
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Oak

White Cotton

For more specifications see page 82

4ft. 6in.
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shown in Wool - Steel

Ocean Care Bed 1200
Extra wide fully profiling care bed
The Ocean Care Bed 1200 is a fully profiling care bed with head, leg and high-low function.
Manufactured with a heavy duty steel frame with beech finish on the head and foot boards.
Beech finished safety sides come as standard, as does the heavy duty motors allowing for a
user weight of up to 28 stone. The extra wide 1200mm mattress platform gives the user plenty
of space and comfort.

OPTIONS
Bed width

4ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

34in.

18in.
min with foot

max with foot

Foot Options

caster

foot

Beech
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For more specifications see page 82
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Ocean Care Homestyle
Extra wide fully profiling care bed

The Ocean Care Homestyle bed is covered with a quality British made fabric, this bed brings
all the functions of a medical bed and fits unobtrusively into a home environment. It is a fully
profiling care bed with the high-low function. Manufactured with a heavy duty steel frame
and quality British made fabric on the head, foot and sides, it is both practical and stylish. The
heavy duty motors allowing for a user weight of up to 28 stone. We can supply this bed in any
of our range of fabrics as shown on page 34.

OPTIONS
Bed width

3ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

34in.

18in.
min with foot

max with foot

Foot Options

caster
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foot

For more specifications see page 82

NEW
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Revolve Rotating Chair Bed
Extra wide fully profiling care bed
The Revolve Rotating Chair Bed has been specially designed to help restore mobility and
independence to people who are struggling so they can transfer to and from bed without
assistance. Simple to use and with a touch of a button, the Revolve bed seamlessly and safely
rotates the user unassisted from a lying to a seated position. Easy and safe to operate, the
Revolve bed will automatically adjust to the correct height before rotating and comes as
standard with handrails and lift-and-lock safety sides. The 5-section profiling action includes
high-low adjustment and enables multiple positioning for supreme comfort. The bespoke
pressure relieving mattress comes with a vapour permeable, waterproof stretch fabric cover.
The mattress has been designed to be attached to the profiling action, therefore preventing
mattress slippage. The headboard, footboard and the safety side-rails are manufactured in an
attractive beech wood finish whilst the additional handrails offer increased user
safety and support.
Bed width

3ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

40in.

24in.

Beech
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For more specifications see page 82
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Mattress Options
Find your source of comfort - compatible with our entire range
Balmoral Luxury Memory Extra
Combining a generous 90mm deep layer of memory
foam with the removable Aloe Vera Coolmat™
interlayer cover, the Balmoral Memory Extra
Mattress provides a soft and comfortable sleep with
high pressure relieving qualities. With a user weight of

Kensington Luxury Pocket Memory
With specially created coil-springs, each with their own
calico pockets and contained by a high-tensile
webbing to ensure complete compatibility with the
profiling
action, the Kensington Pocket Sprung/Memory Foam

18 stone and a mattress depth of 200mm, this mat-

Mattress is consistently our best selling mattress.

tress is accessible to many and is a great option for

Carefully manufactured with a generous 50mm layer

those looking for a soft and pressure relieving option.

Vitality Elite Modular Mattress Sprung
The Vitality Elite Modular mattress features a soft
modular top and reinforced sides ensuring independent
pressure response and also aids with transfer and
re-positioning. With a user weight of 39 stone and a
removable vapour permeable, waterproof cover, these
outstanding features are available to anyone looking for
a good nights sleep.

of memory foam and for those requiring a softmedium pressure relieving qualities, this is one of the
most comfortable mattresses available.

Sandringham Luxury Pocket Sprung
Designed specifically for our profiling beds, the Sandrinham is a luxury pocket sprung upholstered mattress
with deep layers of fillings and independently moving
British steel springs which are individually pocketed in
quality calico. This accommodate for profiling action and
weight distribution. It has a maximum user weight of

Vitality Community Memory Mattress
Foam
This pressure reducing mattress is suitable for

Windsor Standard Memory Foam

high-risk users and is compatible with most profiling

The Windsor Memory Foam Mattress combines the

beds. Reinforced sides and a soft memory foam layer

high quality Venteel™ memory foam layered carefully

give optimum pressure reduction and aid transfer and
re-positioning. The removable vapour permeable and
easy-clean waterproof cover comes in grey or blue.
With the 28 stone user weight, this mattress is great for
anyone looking for a comfortable option.
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25st ensuring this mattress can be used by anyone.

over a supportive firm foam base providing an ideal
choice for those requiring a firm mattress with
pressure relieving qualities. With 25mm of memory
foam and a user weight of 18 stone, this mattress provides ultra comfort and a perfect nights sleep.
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Bed Accessories
Make it your very own.
Waterproof Mattresses
We offer two choices of waterproof covers. Both
manufactured in breathable, anti-bacterial material.
ZIPPED – ON
- Fast and easy to fit and remove from mattress
- Available for all mattress sizes
SEWN – ON
- Sewn on cover non – removable
- Available for all mattress sizes

Waterproof Bed Protector
Our high quality washable bed pads (with tuck in flaps.
70cm x 90cm) offer high levels of absorbency (2.5 ltrs).

Bed Fabrics
You can request a bed swatch from your dealer

Bed Grab Rail
Designed to keep you safe, this Bed Grab Rail can help you to and from
your bed and is fast and easy to install without the need for any tools.
Created to be compatible with all our bed range. Size: 600mm width x
360mm height.

Drawer Layouts
Available on the Bradshaw bed only, drawers offer additional storage
space. See pg. 70 for further specifications.

Zoning
Pocket-sprung mattresses can be zoned. Edge zoning is the most
popular type; the outside edge of mattress is firmed making it easier
for user to transfer from and to bed whilst leaving the centre of
mattress softer for sleeping.

Massage Mattresses
The multi-massage™ system gently vibrates over the whole surface
of the mattress, creating a soothing relaxing effect. Benefits include
tension relief, boosted circulation and muscle relaxation. The five-point
system is adjusted by the handset providing any combination of wave

royale

horizon

patterns and active zones. Massage is available on the Windsor,
Balmoral and Kensington memory foam mattresses, in all sizes.

Headboards
deco

bentley

Our outstanding selection of contemporary headboards create a
perfect finishing touch to your One Rehab profiling bed.

crompton button
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arc

Bed grab rail shown on Bradshaw bed
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Bed Accessories
Choose the fabric for your bed

All our profiling beds can come in any of the following fabrics. Please note the
colour seen may not be the exact colour of the fabric, due to printing
configurations. We recommend visiting your One Rehab stockist to view the
showroom swatch.
FABRIC GROUP ONE

CANTONA AND
BRADSHAW FABRIC

ROYALE

BAROQUE

LENNON

FABRIC GROUP TWO

WOOL LATTE

WOOL STEEL

VELVET
CHARCOAL

VELVET
CHINA BLUE

CRYSTAL
CHARCOAL

CRYSTAL TAN

CRYSTAL SILVER

CRYSTAL CREAM

LEATHERETTE
DARK BROWN

VELVET BLUSH

MATIZ SILVER

VELVET SILVER

Drawer Layouts
Bradshaw bed base only

Single Beds
2’6” / 3’0” / 3’6”

head

head

A

B

Base height 17in.

Base height 17in.

1

2

head

1

E

2

1

Wider Beds

Base height 15in.

4’0” / 4’6” / 5’0” / 6’0”

1

2

head

head

A

B

Base height 17in.

1

2

E

Base height 17in.

1
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head

head

Base height 15in.

1

F
Base height 17in.

1

2

2

head

G
Base height 17in.

head

3

H

4

1

2

5ft + 6ft only
detachable style only

Scooter Specifications
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Illusion

Lithium Vogue

Vogue

Liberty

Cruise

Speed
(max)

4mph

4mph

4mph

4mph

4mph

Battery Type

Lithium

Lithium

AGM

AGM

AGM

Standard Battery
Standard Distance
Battery Weight

10Ah
10mi.
3kg

10Ah
10mi.
3kg

12Ah
10mi.
8.5kg

12Ah
10mi.
8.5kg

22Ah
16mi.
14kg

Endurance Battery
Endurance Distance
Battery Weight

21Ah
20mi
4.5kg

21Ah
20mi
4.5kg

22Ah
16mi.
13.5kg

22Ah
16mi.
13.5kg

Epic Battery
Epic Distance
Battery Weight

34Ah
30mi
6kg

User
Weight (max)

18st. (115kg)

21st. (135kg)

21st. (135kg)

21st. (135kg)

26st. (170kg)

Heaviest
Part

9.9 kg

14.5kg

14.5 kg

14 kg

18 kg

Total
Weight

30.7 kg
(inc battery)

40kg
(inc battery)

44 kg
(inc battery)

42 kg
(inc battery)

61 kg
(inc battery)

Overall
Length

1035mm
(41 in.)

1035mm
(41 in.)

1035mm
(41 in.)

1035mm
(41 in.)

1200mm
(47 in.)

Overall
Width

490mm
(19 in.)

490mm
(19 in.)

490mm
(19 in.)

490mm
(19 in.)

540mm
(21 in.)

Overall
Height

920mm
(36 in.)

920mm
(36 in.)

920mm
(36 in.)

920mm
(36 in.)

940mm
(37 in.)

Folded
Dimensions

H459mm

H450mm

H450mm

H450mm

H470mm

Tyres

190mm
(7.5 in.)

190mm
(7.5 in.)

190mm
(7.5 in.)

190mm
(7.5 in.)

230mm
(9 in.)

Tyre Type

Puncture Proof

Puncture Proof

Puncture Proof

Puncture
Proof

Pneumatic

Suspension







Lights

Front

Front

Front

Front

Charger Type
(tiller)









Charger Type
(battery pack)











Max
Gradient

8 degrees

10 degrees

10 degrees

10 degrees

12 degrees

Ground
Clearance

55mm (2in.)

55mm (2in.)

55mm (2in.)

55mm (2in.)

90mm (3.5in.)

Vehicle
Class

1

1

1

1

1

Seat Height

400-480mm

400-480mm

400-480mm

400-480mm

440-500mm

Seat Width

460mm

460mm

460mm

460mm

460mm

Turning Radius

1370mm

1370mm

1370mm

1370mm

1540mm

Chassis
Type

Detachable/
Aluminium

Detachable/
Steel

Detachable/
Steel

Detachable/
Steel

Detachable/
Steel

Vantage

Globe Trotter

Alpha 8

Discovery 8

President

4mph

4mph

8mph

8mph

8mph

AGM/Lithium

Lithium

AGM

AGM

AGM

22Ah
16mi.
14kg

10Ah
10mi.
2kg

50Ah
25mi.
N/A

50Ah.
25mi.
N/A

75Ah
35mi.
N/A

26st. (170kg)

18st. (115kg)

25 st. (160kg)

25st. (160kg)

25st. (160kg)

18 kg

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

63 kg
(inc battery)

28 kg
(inc battery)

104kg
(inc battery)

119kg
(inc battery)

165kg
(inc battery)

1200mm
(47 in.)

1000mm
(39.5 in.)

1250 mm
(49 in)

1310mm
(51 in.)

1420mm
(56 in.)

540mm
(21 in.)

540mm
(21 in.)

645 mm
(25.5 in.)

630mm
(25 in.0

700mm
(27.5 in.)

940mm
(37 in.)

890 mm
(35 in.)

1220mm
(48in.)

1220mm
(48in.)

1350mm
(53in.)

H470mm

L460xW540xH660

840mm

870mm

720mm

230mm
(9 in.)

Front: 163mm
Back: 190mm

300 mm
(12 in. )

300mm
(12in.)

330mm
(13 in.)

Pneumatic
Puncture Proof


Puncture Proof

Pneumatic

Pneumatic





Pneumatic
Puncture Proof


Front/Rear

Front/Rear

Front/Rear







34Ah
25mi.
6kg

Front








12 degrees

12 degrees

9 degrees

9 degrees

9 degrees

90mm (3.5in.)

90mm (3.5in.)

140 mm (5.5
in.)

140mm (5.5in.)

190mm (7.5in.)

1

1

3

3

3

440-500mm

410mm

450-560 mm

450-560mm

500-550mm

460mm

460mm

460mm

460mm

460 mm

1540mm

1570mm

1350 mm

1400mm

1725mm

Detachable/
Steel

Electric Folding

Fixed

Fixed

Fixed
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Chair, Wheelchair and
Rollator Specifications

Rise and Recliner
Chairs

Admiral

Kingsley

Duke

Wheelchairs

Dual Motor







User Weight





Transport Weight



Total Weight

Single Motor

Standard Size





Compact Size





Action Type

Tilt in Space

Standard

Standard

Front Tyre

Back Style

Lateral/Waterfall

Waterfall

Three
Cushion

Rear Tyre

Tyre Type

Standard Size

Chassis Type

Seat Width

20in.

Dual:20in.
Single:21in.

20in

Folding Backrest

Seat Depth

20in.

19in.

20in.

Attendant Brakes

Seat Height

19in.

19in.

19in.

Removable Footrests

Overall Width

34in.

32in.

33in.

Seat Width

Overall Depth

39in.

38in.

36in.

Seat Depth

Overall Height

44in.

45in.

43in.

Seat Height

Back Height

27in.

27in.

27in.

Overall Width

User Weight
(max)

25st.

21st.

21st.

Overall Depth

Compact Size

80

Overall Height

Seat Width

18in.

Dual:18in.
Single:19in.

Arm Height

Seat Depth

18in.

18in.

Footrest Height

Seat Height

18in.

18in.

Folded Width

Overall Width

31in.

30in.

Folded Length

Overall Depth

37in.

35in.

Folded Height

Overall Height

42in.

42in.

Seat Type

Back Height

26in.

27in.

User Weight
(max)

25st.

Dual:19st.
Single:16st.

Sonic Self Propel

Sonic Transit

Rollators

Zoom plus

Treka

20st.

20st.

User Weight

21st.

21st.

12kg

11kg

Total Weight
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

5.55kg
5.65kg
5.75kg

6.3kg

Handle Height
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

780-880mm
810-910mm
810-910mm

875-995mm

13.5kg

12kg

Puncture Proof

Puncture Proof

Seat Width
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

470mm
470mm
520mm

480mm

180mm

180mm

Seat Height
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

510mm
560mm
560mm

610mm

600mm

300mm

Chassis Type

Lightweight
Aluminium

Lightweight
Aluminium

Lightweight
Aluminium

Lightweight
Aluminium

Overall Width
Folded

250mm

290mm





Overall Width Open
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

625mm
625mm
675mm

650mm





Overall Length

730mm

650mm





Wheel Type

EVA Soft Roll

EVA Soft Roll

450mm/500mm

450mm/500mm

Wheel Size

200mm

200mm

420mm

420mm

Stick Holder





520mm

520mm

Storage Bag





660mm/710mm

610mm/660mm

Padded Backrest





1080mm

1080mm

Locking Band





950mm

950mm

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

380mm

300mm

780mm

710mm

740mm

740mm

Duluxe Padded
Comfort

Deluxe Padded
Comfort
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Bed Specifications
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Bradshaw

Cantona

Royale

Uni-Lift Bed Raiser

User Weight

25st.

18st.

25st.

18st. /25st.

Mattress Width
(Single Mechanism)

4’6”/5’0”/6’0”

4’6”/5’0”/6’0”

4’6”/5’0”/6’0”

2’6”/3’0”/3’5”/4’0”/4’6”

Mattress Width
(Dual Mechanism)

2’6”/3’0”/3’5 6”

2’6”/3’0”/3’5”/4’0”/4’6”

2’6”/3’0”/3’5”/4’0”/4’6”

Mattress Length

6'6"

6'6"

6’5”

N/A

Floor to Top of
Mattress Height

23”

23"

21”

20”- 32” (Cantona)
22”-34” (Bradshaw)

Floor to Mattress
Platform Height

15”

15”

13"

12”- 24” (Cantona)
14”- 26” (Bradshaw)

Overall Bed Length
w/o Headboard

6’8”

6’8”

N/A

Overall Bed Length
with Headboard

6’9”

6’9”

6’10”

Overall Bed Width

Mattress + 2”

Mattress + 2”

Mattress + 4”

Head and Leg
Profiling







High Low
Mechanism

Not Standard

Not Standard

Not Standard



Base Type

Divan with 2”
Castor

Leg (7” Standard)

Flat Pack with 2”
Castor

Foot or Castor

Drawers



Hoist/Over Bed Table
Compatible

Option



Option

Option

Uni Lift Compatible







Headboard Options







Bespoke Sizes
Available







Charlton

Amberley

Ocean
Homestyle

Ocean Care Bed
1200

Revolve
Rotating
Chair Bed

18st.

18st.

25st.

28st.

28st.

3’0”/4’0”/4’6”

3’0”/4’0”/4’6”

3’0”

4’0”

3’0”

5’0”/6’0”

5’0”/6’0”

6’6”

6’6”

6’6”

6’6.5”

6’3”

22.5”

22.5”

18-34” (foot)
24-40” (castor)

20”- 35” (foot)
25”- 41” (castor)

24”- 40”

14.5”

14.5”

11-27” (foot)
16-32” (castor)

12”- 27” (foot)
17”-33” (castor)

16”- 32”

N/A

N/A

N/A

6’10”

6’10”

7’0”

7’0”

84”

Mattress + 2.5”

Mattress + 2.5”

3’6”

4’6”

40”











Not Standard

Not Standard







Timber with leg

Timber with leg

Foot and Caster

Foot or Castor

Beech with
Safety Rails
N/A





N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
*with 8” mattress
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www.onerehab.co.uk

Stockist
On
Rehab Approved Stockist:

One Rehab reserve the right to alter, at any time, without prior notice, the
design, specification, packaging or price without incurring any obligation.

